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Abstract- Some new approaches aimed at increasing the
electrochemical double layer capacitor (EDLC) energy and
power densities have been described and discussed. As shown,
a significant increase in energy can be achieved due to socalled parallel hybridization of the electrode/electrolyte system
if both positive and negative electrodes contain nanoporous
carbon and lithiated metal oxides as balanced mixtures. The
organic electrolyte in such hybrids is also compatible with both
EDLC and battery electrode components. This type of
hybridization enables to reach the specific energy of 30… 40
Wh/kg for a packaged cell. It has also been shown how the
study of electrolyte in-pore mobility can help to select the best
nanoporous carbons for positive and negative electrodes and
thus to substantially enhance the EDLC power output and
efficiency.

that the diffusion coefficients (or mobility) of positive or
negative electrolyte ions are different in nanopores of various
carbons. Besides, the electrochemical stability of electrolytes in
positive or negative potential range depends on the electrode
carbon material. Bearing this in mind, special pulsed gradient
NMR and electrochemical techniques were developed to
measure the mobility of electrolyte ions in nanopores of
various carbons as well as the ranges of their electrochemical
stability. This gave us a chance to select the most appropriate
positive and negative electrode materials, which can typically
be different [4]. As a result, the EDLC devices of superior
power capability (up to 100 kW/kg) and high efficiency were
developed with their performance being verified in several
recognized laboratories [5-7] and also by some automobile
producers.

Keywords- Hybrid Capacitor, Electrolyte in-Pore Mobility,
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Yet another approach was used [8, 9] to substantially
increase the specific energy of EDLC devices while
maintaining their high specific power and efficiency. To
achieve this, both positive and negative electrodes were
hybridized, namely, were fabricated of mixtures of nanoporous
carbon and lithiated metal oxide powders with thoroughly
matched operating potential ranges and energy/power ratio of
the mixture components. Such a design, which can be called a
parallel Li-ion capacitor (//LIC) or otherwise a nano-carbonenhanced Li-ion battery, does provide the energy density of
30… 40 Wh/kg, i.e., the energy density of Pb-acid battery with
the high power output, fast charge-discharge and high
efficiency typical for EDLC devices.

I.

INTRODUCTION

As a common design [1-3] the electrochemical double layer
capacitor (EDLC), also known by names of ultracapacitor or
supercapacitor, comprises two nanoporous carbon electrodes
interleaved with an insulating but porous film and soaked with
organic electrolyte. In most cases the electrodes of ca. 0.1 mm
thick are fabricated of the same carbon material, though, in
some special cases the electrode material and/or thickness can
differ to best match the capacitance of positive and negative
electrodes. EDLC devices have an obvious advantage in high
power applications, in particular, if very fast and repeatable
charge/discharge events are critical like, e.g., in regenerative
braking or stop & start systems in hybrid cars, in portable spot
or stud welding machines, etc. For many of those applications,
in particular for automotive ones, the EDLC internal resistance
should further be reduced from the currently available level in
order to maximize their efficiency and power output, and thus
to give a chance to minimize the cooling requirements and the
size (hence, also cost) of the entire solution involving the
EDLC. Besides, an increase in the EDLC energy density could
obviously expand their application areas but still remains a
good challenge.
Our approach to the EDLC design aimed at a substantial
increase in its power density and efficiency is based on the fact

II.

PROJECTED ENERGY AND POWER LIMITS OF EDLC

The energy (in Joules) stored in the EDLC is proportional
to its voltage squared and capacitance:
(1)
This shows two ways to increase the energy: due to an
increase in capacitance, C, and/or due to an increase in working
voltage, U.
Since the capacitance value is known to be proportional to
the electrode surface area, many efforts aimed at increasing the
surface of carbon materials, which can potentially be used in
the EDLC electrode fabrication, have been made [2]. As a
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theoretical limit, a single graphene sheet is normally
considered with its surface area of 2630 m2/g on both sides of
the sheet [10]. However, to evaluate the upper capacitance
limit, one should take into account that only half of this value
is available to take part in the electric double layer formation.
This can be illustrated in Fig. 1, wherein two processes are
compared: (a) double layer formation on both sides of a thick
enough graphitic or amorphous carbon layer, and (b) double
layer formation at a single graphene sheet.

Figure 1. Schematic view of the electric double layer formation at the
surface of thick carbon layer (a), or at the graphene sheet surface (b).

In (a) case there is a chance for adsorption of electrolyte
ions on both sides of a carbon layer or in close vicinity from
each other since a thick graphite/carbon layer can provide
enough charges to form the corresponding image forces that
can even eliminate the electrostatic repulsion of ions inside
nanopores [11]. In (b) case a half of the total surface area can
form the image charge only. Obviously, similar picture would
take place at the counter electrode with electrolyte ions of the
opposite (negative) sign. This model agrees in general with
experimental results and conclusions made by Kötz et al. [12]
who suggested the capacitance saturation might occur in case
of very thin pore walls. So, the maximum used surface area in
graphene case can hardly exceed 1300 m2/g. This results in the
maximum capacitance of the order of 260 F/g, if a reliable
value [1,13,14] of electric double layer capacitance of ca. 20
μF/cm2 has been chosen for evaluations.
For nanoporous (amorphous) carbons a reliable value [14]
of electric double layer capacitance is about 10 μF/cm2. Since
some of those carbons can demonstrate the surface area of up
to 2000 m2/g, the capacitance can reach 200 F/g per carbon
mass in one electrode provided that there is no capacitance
saturation [12]. Now, it should be noted that any EDLC
comprises two electrodes (negative and positive) connected in
series through the electrolyte. If the two electrodes have
approximately the same mass and capacitance, the system of
these two double layer capacitors would have the specific
capacitance (per carbon mass in both electrodes) of 65 F/g in
case of graphene or 50 F/g in case of activated carbon. To be
more precise, if we take into account that each electrode
contains about 10% of a binder (and in some cases also a
conductive additive), the maximum values become ca. 58 F/g
in case of graphene or 45 F/g in case of activated carbon.
At this stage it is worth noting that gravimetric capacitance
is less important for the EDLC performance than volumetric

one since the electrodes typically contribute about 50% to the
volume of the EDLC cell but about 20% only to its mass. So, if
we take into account typical densities of ca. 0.6 g/cc for
electrodes fabricated of nanoporous activated carbons and ca.
0.2 g/cc for electrodes fabricated of graphene, we can see a
significant volumetric advantage of EDLC comprising
activated carbon electrodes with their maximum value of ca. 27
F/cc as compared with graphene-based electrodes with their
maximum value of ca. 12 F/cc.
Regarding the working voltage, 2.7V is the most typical
value, though some EDLC producers demonstrate 2.85 or 3.0V
today with organic electrolytes and activated carbon electrodes.
In near future the value of 3.5V looks like a good challenge. If
the value of 3.0V is chosen, the specific energy according to
(1) and capacitance evaluations made above can reach 200
kJ/kg or 120 kJ/liter per unit mass or volume of both electrodes
fabricated of nanoporous carbon. If the electrode contributions
to the total EDLC mass or volume are taken into account, the
maximum specific energy values, which can be anticipated for
a packaged EDLC cell with the working voltage of 3.0V are 40
kJ/kg (12 Wh/kg) or 60 kJ/liter (17 Wh/liter). An increase in
voltage up to 3.5V would result in higher values by a factor of
1.36, i.e., 16 Wh/kg and 23 Wh/liter can be considered as a
practical limit for 3.5V EDLC energy density. So, in the next
section it will be discussed how close one can approach to this
limit.
As regards the EDLC power output, it is also proportional
to voltage U squared and inversely proportional to the EDLC
internal resistance Rin:
(2)
The working voltage of EDLC devices with organic
electrolytes, as mentioned above, varies in a rather narrow
range between 2.7V and 3.0V (with a challenging prospect to
reach 3.5V), and therefore, this value even being squared can
change the power by a factor of 2 at most. On the other hand,
from our practice, a reduction in the EDLC internal resistance
can enhance its power output by an order of magnitude or even
more. Besides, low internal resistance also implies the low
voltage drop (ΔU = IRin) when the current I starts flowing
through the circuit, and high efficiency, η, which can be
presented as follows:
(3)
where Eout is the energy delivered to the load, Ein is the total
energy stored in the EDLC, and RLoad is the load resistance.
Since all these characteristics are very important for
successful and effective EDLC application, various
contributions to the internal resistance should thoroughly be
analyzed. The following simple equivalent circuit can describe
Rin as the sum of a few resistors connected in series:
l-

(4)

In this equation RAl is the resistance of current collectors
and current leads, which are typically made of Al, RAl-C is the
contact resistance between the Al collector surface and active
electrode layer, RC is the ohmic resistance of nanoporous
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carbon electrodes, Rel-macro is the electrolyte resistance in
macro-pores (and this is approximately the same as in bulk
solution), and Rel-nano is the electrolyte resistance in nanopores
of carbon electrodes. So, the practical low limit of Rin value
might be reached if the sum of last four resistances in (4)
becomes close to the RAl value as the lowest in this series. It is
a good challenge, no doubt, and below it will be shown how
close one can approach to this goal.

III.

EDLC ENERGY: HOW IT CAN BE INCREASED
SIGNIFICANTLY

In Table 1 some recent achievements in high energy EDLC
technology are listed. For this comparison we have selected the
relatively large packaged cells of 3000F - 4500F produced by
Maxwell Technologies [15], as the EDLC market leader, and
by two start-ups: Skeleton Technologies and Yunasko
[www.skeletontech.com & www.yunasko.com ].

TABLE I.

EDLC ENERGY STORED

Company, cell type,
capacitance, F

Rated
voltage, V

Energy density,
Wh/kg

Energy
density, Wh/L

Maxwell Technologies (USA),
DuraBlue, 3400 - 3550

2.85

7.4* – 7.7*

~10

Skeleton Technologies
(Estonia), SPE3500 - SCA4500

2.85

9.3 – 9.6

13 – 14

Yunasko (Ukraine),
YEDLC 3000 - 3600

2.7

6.3* – 7.5*

8.5 – 10

*Rated and maximum values

This Table reflects the current status of EDLC technology,
and if the voltage level of 3.0V is reached (of note, all three
listed companies claim that they already manufacture such
cells) Skeleton Technologies would be very close to the
targeted value of 12 Wh/kg and 17 Wh/L estimated above. For
two other companies the energy level would be still lower by
20-30%, though it can be accounted for the commercially
available carbons of relatively low cost (ca.$20/kg) used in
both technologies. The carbide derived carbon (also named as
curved graphene) used in Skeleton Technology electrodes
demonstrates larger specific capacitance but is obviously much
more expensive.
As can be seen, the energy level being already reached or
further projected for carbon-carbon EDLC devices is still low
for many applications, and some new approaches should be
employed to increase it significantly. As one of those
approaches, the hybridization of the electrochemical system
can be realized, the system thus comprising the nano-sized
carbons and some battery-type materials – e.g., see [16].
Hybrid devices were first developed by ESMA and ELTON
[17], the devices comprising a negative electrode manufactured
from nanoporous carbon material, a positive electrode made of
nickel hydroxide and an aqueous alkaline electrolyte. Thus, the
technology looks like a hybrid between EDLC and alkaline (or
nickel-metal-hydride) battery.

Similar hybrid devices have recently been developed by
Axion Power [18] by name of lead-acid-carbon batteries,
wherein a positive electrode (lead dioxide) and electrolyte have
been borrowed from lead-acid technology and negative
electrode (nanoporous carbon) – from EDLC technology.
Another promising methodology has recently appeared due
to hybridizing the EDLC with Li-ion battery – e.g., see [16,
19]. This type of devices, usually called as LIC (Lithium-ion
capacitor), comprises a negative electrode and Li-salt
containing electrolyte typical for Li-ion battery technology. As
the negative (intercalating) electrode graphite or lithiumtitanate (LTO) can be used. The latter was first developed by
Amatucci - see, e.g., a comprehensive description [20]. The
next step of this technology was recently offered by Naoi et al.
[21] who developed the composite anode materials comprising
the nano-particles of LTO, which are dispersed on carbon
nanofibers. Positive electrode in all those LI ’s is fabricated
from a nanostructured carbon material that forms an electric
double layer on its surface as in the EDLC technology but not
involving the intercalation or de-intercalation processes. One of
the best known commercial LIC devices is currently produced
by JM Energy [22] by the trade name of ULTIMO.
All types of hybridization mentioned above provide an
increase in specific energy up to 10-15 Wh/kg, and in many
cases at the expense of much lower power density if compared
with typical EDLC. Such a modest improvement in the EDLC
performance can be accounted for the following reason. All
these hybrid technologies combine a high-energy electrode
(that of battery type) with a low-energy one (EDLC type)
connected in series, and in such a serial combination the lowenergy electrode obviously limits the total energy. To avoid
this limitation, a different design has recently been developed
[9, 23] that can be called a parallel combination of Li-ion and
EDLC electrode components. This technology is denoted as
//LIC below and can be presented in more detail as follows:


Electrodes, both positive and negative, are fabricated from
mixtures of nanoporous carbon powders and lithiated
metal oxides/phosphates to meet the chemistry
requirements of both EDLC and Li-ion battery
technologies. As an example, the negative electrode
comprises LTO, and positive one comprises lithiated
manganese oxide both being mixed with Kuraray YP50F
carbon, some kind of binder and conductive additive like
carbon black followed by fabricating the corresponding
electrodes.



Electrode ingredients should thoroughly be adjusted by
their mass and potential range in order to best match their
electrochemical characteristics thus providing smooth
charge-discharge processes.



From all the organic electrolytes known in Li-ion and
EDLC technologies, acetonitrile is preferred as a solvent
to provide the high conductivity and wide operating
temperature range. The salt(s) dissolved in the electrolyte
must obviously contain Li-ions to support the intercalation
processes and optionally alkylammonium-ions typically
used in EDLC technology.
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Fig. 2 illustrates typical charge-discharge curves of thus
fabricated //LIC cells packaged in a laminated pouch-type shell
(total mass of about 80 g, capacity of 1.3 Ah).

In Fig. 3 the discharge time for these three different
technologies is also shown to demonstrate that high power Liion batteries are effective if the discharge time is about 10 min
or more. On the other hand, Fig. 3 and some experimental data
[25] on portable welding machines with the use of EDLC
power supply units show that EDLC can most effectively be
employed if the high power pulses of short duration (from
milliseconds to 30 s) are needed. The niche between the two
well-known technologies can be filled with //LIC that can most
effectively be used between ca. 30 s and 10 min. It should also
be noted that //LI can fully be charged within ca. 2… 3 min,
which is much faster than in battery technologies.

IV.

Figure 2. Charge-discharge curves of a //LIC prototype of 1.3 Ah

As can be seen, after charging the //LIC device with the
current of 20 A (or ca. 15 C rate), it can be discharged with
currents up to 100 A (or ca. 77 C rate) or even higher. It is
worth noting that the charge-discharge curves include an
obvious plateau, which is not typical for EDLC but rather for
batteries at high C rates. The specific energy stored in those
//LIC cells is about 35 Wh/kg, which is notably higher than for
other hybrid technologies mentioned above.
Performance of //LIC prototypes is also illustrated in Fig. 3,
wherein the Ragone plots for three various technologies are
compared. The upper curve for high power Li-ion batteries
illustrates the values presented in a recent comprehensive
review [24] and averaged by us. As can be seen from Fig. 3,
//LIC devices give a chance to substantially increase the energy
density as compared with high power EDLC devices (see in the
next section) while their power output exceeds that of Li-ion
batteries if the efficiency is taken into account.
1h
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Figure 3. Ragone plots for three various technologies: high power Li-ion,
//LIC, EDLC

EDLC POWER CAPABILITY AND EFFICIENCY

High power output and high efficiency, along with the long
cycle life and wide operating temperature range, are the key
advantages of EDLC devices that can open the door to more
market niches. Since both power and efficiency values increase
with a decrease in the EDLC internal resistance, Rin (see in (2)
and (3)), all the contributions to the Rin value as presented in
(4) should thoroughly be analyzed. Some possible ways to
reduce the terms in the right part of (4) are considered below.
The RAl contribution can easily be optimized by varying the
length and cross-section of aluminum current collectors and
leads/terminals, and this resistance is, no doubt, the lowest and
in many cases negligible term in the right part of (4). So, let us
see how the other terms can be minimized. Since electrodes in
EDLC devices are normally fabricated flat, it is convenient to
express the resistance values in Ω.cm2 per visible unit electrode
area.
The contact resistance, RAl-C, and ohmic resistance of
carbon electrode, RC, can be measured with the use of 4-wire
method, if the electrode thickness and contacting foil are
varied, e.g., replacing the Al foil by Pt one [26]. It was found
that with plain Al foil the RAl-C value can be about or even
exceed 1 Ω.cm2 due to the native insulating oxide layer on the
Al surface. However, this resistance can substantially be
reduced as a result of local fusion of conductive particles
(carbon black or graphite) into the Al current collector surface
with the use of electric spark or laser beam technique [26].
Both methods result in local melting the Al collector surface
and spot fusing the conductive particles onto the surface. This
also results in breaking down the aluminum oxide layer and
creating good electrical contact between the conductive
particles and collector, the contact being reliable over the entire
EDLC operation life.
Yet another and widely used method to reduce the contact
resistance is a substantial increase in the contact area due to
etching the Al foil surface, and there are many companies
throughout the world producing such etched foils. Both local
fusing the conductive particles and etching the current collector
surface result in significant decrease in the RAl-C value that does
not typically exceed 0.01 Ω.cm2.
Now, the ohmic resistance of carbon electrode, RC, does not
typically exceed 0.05 Ω.cm2, and if it is higher with some
nanoporous carbons, it can easily be reduced to this level by
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adding the carbon black to the electrode composition. It is also
worth noting, that if the nano-sized spherical carbon black is
used (e.g., SuperP-Li, Timcal, ~40 nm), the carbon black
particles fill in the voids among the much larger (typically of a
few micron size) nanoporous carbon grains and thus do not
practically reduce the electrode volumetric capacitance.
The electrolyte resistance in the electrode and separator
macro-pores, Rel-macro can be evaluated from the electrolyte
conductivity and electrode-separator thickness. Given the
conductivity of the most widely used acetonitrile-based
electrolytes of ~55 mS/cm and electrode thickness of ~0.1 mm,
the Rel-macro value can be estimated as ca. 0.2 Ω.cm2 or a bit
more because of some tortuosity of the electrode porous
system. Thus, the sum of three terms in (4), namely, RAl-C + RC
+ Rel-macro is of the order of 0.3 Ω.cm2, while the value of total
resistance, Rin, measured for the best EDLC cells available on
the market is of the order of 1.0 Ω.cm2 or a bit higher. This
clearly indicates that the electrolyte in-pore resistance, Rel-nano,
dominates and gives the lion’s share in series of resistances in
(4). The electrolyte ion accumulation in the electrode
nanopores was shown experimentally in a recent
comprehensive study [27] with the use of in situ NMR and
electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance measurements.
The electrolyte ions were found to be absorbed in carbon
nanopores in solvated or partly de-solvated state. As the cells
are charged, the NMR signals referred to cations and anions
absorbed in nanopores move to a stronger field, and the process
can be accompanied by ion exchange or ion accumulation
depending on the electrode potential [27]. However, in order to
evaluate the electrolyte in-pore resistance, the mobility of ions
in nanopores should also be measured and compared.
As is well known [28], the ion mobility and,
correspondingly, the electrolyte conductivity are proportional
to the diffusion coefficients of ions. A significant reduction in
electrolyte diffusion coefficients inside carbon nanopores can
be accounted for at least two major factors. Kalugin et al. [29]
with the use of molecular dynamic calculations have shown
that the spatial confinement in carbon nanotubes can result in
slow diffusion of solvent (e.g., acetonitrile) molecules.
Electrostatic and/or Wan-der-Walls interactions between the
electrolyte species and conductive pore walls can be yet
another factor, though these interactions can hardly be
evaluated quantitatively because of complexity of the system.
On the other hand, two experimental methods have recently
been developed [4] that enable to estimate and compare the
electrolyte in-pore mobility in various nanoporous carbons in
order to best match the nanoporous electrode and organic
electrolyte.
The first method is actually a version of the well-known
technique [30] based on pulsed field-gradient NMR
spectroscopy, which is widely used for measuring the diffusion
coefficients in liquids. In [4] similar measurements were
carried out for nanoporous carbon powders impregnated with
typical EDLC electrolytes. Of course, the diffusion coefficients
thus obtained reflect some averaged (effective) values due to
rather wide distribution of pore width and shape. So, to verify
this result, yet another method was used [4], namely, cyclic
voltammetry measurements with a porous rotating disc

electrode (PRDE) as a working one. Obviously, in this case the
compounds capable to participate in redox transformations like,
e.g. ferrocene, should be involved [4] followed by plotting the
diffusion current value versus the electrode rotation rate as in
[31]. Both methods give similar results, and indeed, they
demonstrate a significant slowdown of electrolyte diffusion in
carbon nanopores. Besides, a good correlation of effective
diffusion coefficients for cations and anions of organic
electrolytes impregnating various nanoporous carbons with the
Rin value for EDLC devices containing same electrode
materials was found [4]. In our opinion, the low in-pore
resistance can be obtained with carbons containing shallow slittype pores to allow electrolyte ions to move in and out freely.
Thus, the nanoporous carbons providing the highest
electrolyte mobility in positive and negative electrodes can be
selected, and such an approach enabled to manufacture at the
Yunasko Pilot plant (www.yunasko.com) the EDLC devices
with extremely low internal resistance [4,6,7,32], Rin, resulting
in RC-constant values of the order of 0.1… 0.2 s. Some of the
results as obtained in comparative tests in Wayne State
University [7] are presented in Figs. 4 and 5.

Figure 4. Constant power discharge of Yunasko 1200F/260g cell [7]

Figure 5. Constant power discharge of best-on-market 1200F/290g cell [7]
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As can be seen from Fig. 4, the Yunasko EDLC cell
demonstrates practically no voltage drop or energy decrease up
to very high load. On the other hand, a similar best available on
the market EDLC cell demonstrates an obvious voltage drop
and energy decrease with an increase in load – see Fig. 5. No
doubt, this substantial difference in the voltage drop and
available energy results from the difference in cell resistance.
High efficiency is another advantage resulting from very
low internal resistance. In our opinion, it is very important
since during a quick discharge the heat generation inside the
Yunasko EDLC cell is about 1-2% of the stored energy only
and three-four times less than for best competing cells. This
can be of particular importance if a number of repeatable
charge-discharge events are needed like, e.g., in stop & start
systems, and lower heat generation obviously implies lower
requirements to a cooling system and the improved safety.
Thus, provided that carbon materials for positive and
negative electrodes are chosen in accordance with the
electrolyte mobility in their nanoporous structure, the internal
resistance of EDLC cells can be reduced substantially, and now
in the Yunasko technology about 20% of its value comes from
Al current collectors and leads. Further reduction in the Rin
value is possible but, obviously, by a factor of approximately
two only, when the Al contribution reaches about a half of the
total resistance. It is also worth noting that electrochemical
stability of electrolyte in positive and negative potential ranges
can be different if different nano-sized carbons are used as
electrodes. This enables to increase the EDLC working voltage
up to 3V or even more [4, 33], and therefore, both mobility and
electrochemical stability of electrolyte should be taken into
account when selecting the carbons for positive or negative
electrodes. However, the electrochemical studies of electrolyte
stability are beyond the scope of this paper.
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